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AUDITION PACKET 

Anderson High School’s 2019-2020 Musical

Audition Dates: 

Monday, Oct. 7th
-OR- 

Tuesday, Oct. 8th
In the Choir Room 

Call Back Dates: 

Wednesday, Oct. 9th
In the Theater

Go to andersontrojanmusical.org for 

Audition Instructions. 
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Monologues 
1) Choose ONE monologue that you would like to

present.
2) Choose a monologue that you feel most comfortable

presenting. At Anderson, we don’t audition for specific
roles, you do your best, most confident audition and
the directors will place you in the role that is best for
the show.

3) Your monologue does NOT have to be memorized.

4) Practice “slating your name.” At the audition, right
before you present your monologue, you will need to
say “Hello, my name is your first and last name and
today I will be presenting monologue character from
musical title.”

5) The directors are looking for actors that
a. Speak with loud volume and clear enunciation
b. Perform with confidence and poise
c. Create a character
d. “Make Big Choices”

1. Adelaide - Nathan, darling, starting with next week, I’m going to get a raise. 
So, with what I’ll be making, I wondered what you would think – maybe we 
could finally get married! I’m starting to worry about my mother. She thinks 
we’re married already. I couldn’t be engaged for fourteen years, could I? 
Then, after about two years, we had a baby. It was a boy. I named it after you, 
Nathan! 

2. Nathan Detroit - Sky Masterson! There is the highest player of them all! [...] 
Higher than anybody. Why do you think they call him Sky? That's how high he 
bets. I once saw him bet five thousand dollars on a cockroach. And another 
time he was sick, and he wouldn't take penicillin on account he had bet ten C's 
that his temperature would go to 104. [...] He's so lucky it went to 106. Good 
old Sky.

3. Sky Masterson - I’m going to stake you to some very valuable advice. One of 
these days in your travels, a guy is going to show you a brand new deck of 
cards on which the seal is not yet broken. Then this guy is going to offer to bet 
you that he can make the jack of spades jump out of this brand new deck of 
cards and squirt cider in your ear. But, son, do not accept this bet, because as 
sure as you stand there, you’re going to wind up with an ear full of cider. 

4. Sarah Brown - Brothers and sisters, resist the Devil and he will flee from you. 
That is what the Bible tells us. And that is why I am standing here, in the 
Devil's own city, on the Devil's own street, prepared to do battle with the 
forces of evil. Hear me, you gamblers! With your dice, your cards, your horses! 
Pause and think before it is too late!
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Audition Form
Please fill out the information below legibly. If you have a resume, 

please fill out the back of this form and attach your resume to the 

front. 

   Check this box if you are auditioning to fulfill a class requirement, but you DO NOT want to be cast in the show. 

Please PRINT and write neatly! 

First Name: _______________________________ Last Name: ____________________________________ 

Classification:   Freshman Sophomore  Junior  Senior 

ID #: ___________________________  Gender/preferred pronouns _______________________________ 

 Email: _________________________________________________      

Acting/Performance Experience 
Play/Show Title    Character/Role    Location 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Special Skills 
Instruments you play, tumbling, dancing or athletics you do, Accents you can use, etc.   

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Name:__________________________________________________ ID Number _________________________________ 

Want a show shirt?          YES                NO                              T-Shirt Size:     S      M      L     XL     XXL

Parent/Guardian’s Name: (Please list your primary residence first.)

Name   Relationship   Email     Phone 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Casting Agreement – Read each statement and initial the blank in order to accept the conditions of casting.

_____ I understand that I will be cast in a position that is best for my educational growth as a performer as well as a 

place that is best for this production as a whole. I will trust the casting choices that are made, bring a positive attitude to 

every rehearsal, and perform my duties to the best of my ability. *see casting policy in Musical Handbook for details 

_____ I have visited andersontrojanmusical.org and reviewed the Musical Handbook. I agree to adhere to the policies 

outlined in the Musical Handbook. 

_____ I understand that I must accurately reflect my conflicts on the conflicts sheet, conflicts will influence casting, and 

excessive conflicts may affect my level of participation or removal from the cast. First Rehearsal, Sitz Probe, Tech 

Rehearsal, Dress Rehearsals, and Performances are mandatory. *see attendance policy in Musical Handbook for details.  

_____ I understand that I must remain academically eligible in order to participate in after school rehearsals and 

performances thusly effecting my level of participation or removal from the cast.*see eligibility policy in Musical Handbook 

for details.  

Student Signature: _________________________________ 

Parent Agreement – Read each statement and initial the blank in order to accept the conditions of casting.

_____ I consent to my student participating in Musical at Anderson.  

_____ I have visited andersontrojanmusical.org and reviewed the Musical Handbook. My family agrees to adhere to the 

policies outlined in the Musical Handbook. 

_____ I understand that there is a Production Fee associated with my student’s participation in Musical. *see production 

fee policy in Musical Handbook for details. 

_____ I understand that my student must accurately reflect his/her conflicts on the conflicts sheet, conflicts will 

influence casting, and excessive conflicts may affect my student’s level of participation or removal from the cast. First 

Rehearsal, Sitz Probe, Tech Rehearsal, Dress Rehearsals, and Performances are mandatory. *see attendance policy in 

Musical Handbook for details. 

_____ I understand that my student must remain academically eligible in order to participate in after school rehearsals 

and performances thusly effecting their level of participation or removal from the cast. *see eligibility policy in Musical 

Handbook for details. 

Parent Signature: _________________________________
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Name:_________________________________ 

Conflict Sheet 

Directions: Fill out your conflicts to the best of your ability.  Don’t circle anything if you have zero conflicts.  If you will miss all of a 

rehearsal, circle “A”.  If you will be late, circle “L” and write in the time that you will arrive at rehearsal.  If you have to leave 
rehearsal early, circle “E” and write the time you will be leaving rehearsal. The directors work to only call students who are in the 
scenes/songs being rehearsed. Prior to the Sitz Probe, and unless cast as a lead, students can expect to typically rehearse 2-4 times a 
week. Students will receive an individual schedule at the Musical Orientation. 

Absent

Arrive 

Late Time

Leave 

Early Time

10-NovSun 2:00-4:00pm *Orientation A L /_______ E /_______

11-NovMon 5:00-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

12-NovTues 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

13-NovWed 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

14-Nov Thurs 3:00-6:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

15-Nov Fri 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

18-Nov Mon 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

19-Nov Tues 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

20-Nov Wed 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

21-Nov Thurs 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

22-Nov Fri 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

23-Nov Sat 9:00-12:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

23-Nov Sat 1:00-4:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

2-Dec Mon 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

3-Dec Tues 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

4-Dec Wed 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

5-Dec Thurs 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

6-Dec Fri 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

9-Dec Mon 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

10-Dec Tues 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

11-Dec Wed 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

12-Dec Thurs 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

13-Dec Fri 4:45-6-45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

14-Dec Sat 9:00-12:00pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

4-Jan Sat 9:00-5:00pm l*Pictures and 
Tech

A L /_______ E /_______

6-Jan Mon 4:30-7:00pm
A L

/_______
E

/_______
*Pick up 
Rehearsal

7-Jan Tues 4:45-6:45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

8-Jan Wed 4:45-6:45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

9-Jan Thurs 4:45-6:45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

10-Jan Fri 4:45-6:45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

11-Jan Sat 9:00am-9:00pm * Sitzprobe A L /_______ E /_______

13-Jan Mon 4:45-6:45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

14-Jan Tues 4:45-6:45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

15-Jan Wed 5:00-6:30pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

16-Jan Thurs 4:45-6:45pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

17-Jan Fri 4:45-8:30pm Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

18-Jan Sat 9:00am-9:00pm *Tech Rehearsal A L /_______ E /_______

19-Jan Mon 9:00am-9:00pm *Tech Rehearsal
A L /_______ E /_______

21-Jan Tues 4:30-9:00pm

*Dress

Rehearsal
A L /_______ E /_______

22-Jan Wed 4:30-9:00pm

*Dress

Rehearsal
A L

/_______
E

/_______

23-Jan Thurs *Performance
A L /_______ E /_______

24-Jan Fri
5:30pm Call, 

7:00pm Curtain *Performance
A L

/_______
E

/_______

25-Jan Sat 
5:30pm Call, 

7:00pm Curtain *Performance
A L /_______ E /_______

26-Jan Sun

12:30pm Call, 

2:00pm Curtain *Performance
A L /_______ E /_______

26-Jan Sun 5:00pm-8:00pm *Strike A L /_______ E /_______

Not every cast m
em

ber is called to every rehearsal. 

5:30pm Call, 

7:00pm Curtain




